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Abstract
Future fundamental physics and astrophysics missions will require spacecraft attitude and translation control
of unprecedented precision. Design and on-orbit optimization of the Gravity Probe B attitude and
translation control system necessitated the development of unique spacecraft simulation facilities that can
now be leveraged to model high accuracy attitude control, drag free control, and payload-spacecraft
interaction dynamics to enable new mission concepts. In this paper we describe ongoing and proposed
efforts to apply state of the art simulation techniques to two specific missions, LISA Pathfinder and STEP.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper details the application of the Stanford University Precision Attitude and Translation
Control Design and Optimization program to two missions, LISA Pathfinder and STEP. For the
case of LISA Pathfinder we have initiated a collaboration with the LISA Pathfinder mission
team and have proposed a three-year program to develop precision attitude and translation
control simulators and to develop and test in-space optimization commands. For the case of
STEP, the Precision Attitude and Translation Control Design and Optimization program is used
to create high fidelity models of the STEP drag free control system for use in the ongoing
development of the STEP comprehensive error model.
Future space missions will require spacecraft attitude and translation control of unprecedented
precision. Missions requiring Drag Free Control, such as ST7/LISA Pathfinder, LISA. STEP,
and BBO, rely on inertial sensors of such high sensitivity that their full performance can only be
realized after launch. LISA, and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar missions require
multiple spacecraft formation flying providing new challenges for attitude and translation
control design. Control of the Altair Lunar Lander must account for possible liquid fuel slosh
and center of mass motion during vehicle maneuvers.
These challenges levee two prerequisites for mission implementation, 1) development of high
fidelity attitude and translation control simulations and 2) development of procedures for inspace optimization of satellite control and on-board instruments. What sets these challenges
apart from conventional spacecraft is the complex interaction dynamics of vehicle control with
on-board systems - be they motion of inertial reference sensors or liquid propellants.
The Hansen Laboratory Precision Attitude and Translation (PAT) Control Program leverages
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Stanford University’s unique experience in having successfully flown the world’s only threeaxis drag free satellites, Discos/Triad launched 1972 and Gravity Probe B launched 2004. GP-B
employed high precision attitude and roll control - active control of six degrees of freedom.
The PAT Control Program focuses on high accuracy attitude control, drag free control, and
payload-spacecraft interaction dynamics. On-going efforts include the implementation of
advanced spacecraft environment and dynamics models, development of spacecraft and payload
sensor and actuator models, error modeling, parameter identification, state estimation, control
algorithm design, and command template formation to establishing realistic expectations and
plan post-launch tuning and optimization.
Specific implementation goals:
1

Development of fully integrated sensor-controller-actuator simulations, operating across
the payload/spacecraft interface
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Exploitation of existing modular architecture to enable efficient exchange of software
models for hardware units (either in the form of prototype or final flight electronics
systems) for hardware-in-the-loop verification
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Employment of a high fidelity spacecraft bus and flight CPU to enable flight software
validation and verification with the science payload.

4

Integrated Mission Operations consoles for command generation and verification and
operations training.

Current collaborations include ZARM, University of Bremen, Germany, and ICRANet, Pescara
Italy to develop drag-free simulators for GAIA and STEP. We are also working together with
MLDesigner Technologies and Telelogic Inc. to enhance mission level simulation capabilities
and to incorporate requirements tracking.
LISA Pathfinder
We propose a three-year program to develop precision attitude and translation control simulators
and to develop and test in-space optimization commands with an emphasis on LISA Pathfinder
and LISA missions. LISA Pathfinder PI and LISA International Science Team member, Prof.
Stefano Vitale, will serve as Project Advisor. Prof. Vitale will provide interface to LISA
Pathfinder/LISA technical data, including control design and requirements definition, on a noexchange-of-funds basis.
The proposed work leverages Stanford University’s unique experience in having successfully
flown the world’s only three-axis drag free satellites, Discos/Triad, launched in 1972 and
Gravity Probe B, launched in 2004. GP-B, under MSFC leadership, also employed high
precision attitude and roll control - active control of six degrees of freedom. Proposal PI,
Professor Dan DeBra, served as Principal Investigator for DISCOS and Co-PI for GP-B.
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Objectives
The proposed program will leverage an integrated payload and spacecraft simulation system
developed for the Gravity Probe B Relativity Mission by expanding its capabilities for needs of
LISA and LISA Pathfinder missions. Specific implementation goals include:
In this proposal we are looking to build a LISA Pathfinder simulation in our new mission
simulation facility. The goals set out below can be achieved without the need for any new
capital equipment:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a LISA Pathfinder spacecraft dynamic model in an MLDesigner (MDL) software
framework
Create LISA mission dynamic model in MLD
Model LISA/LISA Pathfinder data stream per design
Verify LISA Pathfinder simulation model using mission requirements and specifications.
Explore control loop coupling
Add “non-ideal” models (i.e. proof mass charge, micrometeorite strikes, etc.)
Compare proof mass suspended vs proof mass unsuspended performance
Develop and test in-space tuning protocols and command structure and test
implementation with simulator
Evaluate ultimate LISA/LISA Pathfinder drag-free performance with simulator
Compare with ESA simulation results
Test ESA developed in-space tuning protocols.

Technical Background
The range of implementation goals for this proposal is based on flight experience with drag free
controlled satellites. To date, two three-axis drag free controlled satellites have flown
successfully. The first, TRIAD I, managed by the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory, was launched September 2, 1972. Three-axis translation control (drag free control)
was achieved using the DISCOS (Disturbance Compensation System) built by Stanford
University under the direction of Prof. Daniel DeBra. The DISCOS system enabled the
spacecraft to “follow” an internal, shielded, inertial sensor to compensate for the disturbances
from aerodynamic drag, magnetic torques, gravity gradient torques, and radiation pressure. The
second three-axis translation controlled satellite, Gravity Probe B, was launched April 20, 2004
and has successfully completed its science data phase. In addition to three-axis translation
control, GP-B is simultaneously under precision attitude control so all six spacecraft degrees of
freedom are controlled. For both missions a macroscopic sphere is used as the inertial sensor
(PtAu alloy for DISCOS, quartz for GP-B). A detailed analysis of GP-B flight data has shown
that the dynamics of the inertial sensor couple to the spacecraft dynamics in a complex
way[1,2,3]. This has the effect of increasing the number of degrees of freedom under control:
that is, one must simultaneously control the spacecraft degrees of freedom plus the relevant
sensor degrees of freedom. For Gravity Probe B this means the ATC (attitude and translation
control system) must control nine degrees of freedom, the full six spacecraft and the three
translational DOF for the sensor. Lessons learned from these missions, presented below,
indicate that high fidelity simulations are an essential tool for successful controller operation and
tuning.
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Lessons Learned from Drag Free Controlled Mission
The Gravity Probe B satellite actively monitors and controls 9 interacting degrees of freedom
during normal operation:
A. 3 in orientation of the space vehicle to keep the tracking telescope pointed at the
guide star and maintain a constant roll rate and fixed roll phase with respect to the
orbital plane
B. 3 in translation of the space vehicle to keep the vehicle in a drag-free orbit about the
geometric center of the one of the science gyro’s housing cavities
C. 3 in translation of the gyroscope rotor with respect to the housing cavity
The other 9 degrees of translation freedom of the remaining 3 gyroscopes are slaved to the first
9 described above and do not significantly interact with the dynamics of the vehicle as a whole.
Note that the rotational degrees of freedom of the gyroscopes are not controlled by design.
One gyro serves as the drag-free sensor (accelerometer) for the satellite. The three control
efforts required to keep the gyroscope rotor centered in its housing are fed to the space vehicle.
The space vehicle, in turn, applies compensating forces via its thruster set to null the forces felt
by the gyroscope rotor. See Figure 1. These six degrees of freedom significantly interact. The
gyroscope position control loop bandwidth (Gyroscope Suspension System or GSS) is made
small to minimize disturbance torques on the rotor, and is on the order of 2 Hz. The space
vehicle ATC system bandwidth is of the same order and is limited by thruster authority and
ATC processing. These two control loops interact significantly during operation.
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Figure 1: Interacting degrees of freedom

Additional coupling between the translational DOF comes from orientation changes. The center
of mass of the vehicle is not at the center of the drag free sensor’s housing, thus any change in
orientation tends to be about the center of mass of the vehicle. The drag-free action nulls these
orientation induced forces and thus moves the effective center of mass of the vehicle to the
center of the drag free sensor’s housing. Again, the orientation control loop bandwidth is the
same as the translation control bandwidth and thus this control loop, as well, interacts
significantly with the gyro suspension control loop.
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This brief overview shows, in outline form, that the 9 degrees of freedom are strongly coupled
in normal operation and thus cannot be easily separated into simpler and isolated control
subsystems.
Gravity Probe B on-orbit drag-free performance
The Gravity Probe B satellite provides the science satellite community with the state of the art
demonstration of drag-free technology to date[2,3]. The GP-B drag-free system reduced the
gravity gradient and environmental forces acting on the spacecraft by a factor of 10,000 by
simultaneously controlling 9 degrees of freedom (6 of the spacecraft and 3 of the gyroscope
suspension system).

Figure 2 – Drag-free performance showing vehicle and gyroscope accelerations.
The ATC system was programmed to implement two different forms of drag-free control, the
Prime and suspended or accelerometer mode. In the Prime mode the gyroscope suspension
system (GSS) releases control of the rotor position allowing it to float freely in the housing. The
rotor position is sent to the ATC where it was included in the closed loop control of the
spacecraft. The spacecraft now flies an orbit such that the rotor position does not exceed 4
micrometers off-center otherwise the gyroscope suspension system reacquires control and opens
the drag-free loop. As the proof mass rotor is ideally shielded from all external forces, by
following it the spacecraft maintains a perfectly gravitational orbit. This was the intended mode
of operation and was in fact demonstrated on orbit.
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The suspended drag-free mode has the GSS maintain control of the rotor position and sends the
control efforts needed to keep the gyroscope centered to the ATC. The ATC then adjusts its
control of the spacecraft such that the GSS control efforts are minimized.
The two modes of drag-free control demonstrated on orbit are shown in Figure 3 –In the end it
was the suspended mode of drag-free operation that was chosen for both performance and risk
mitigation reasons.

Figure 3 – Comparison of suspended drag-free, unsuspended drag-free and drag-free
off

Although ATC setup and tuning was more complex than anticipated by the completion of the
Initial Operations Checkout phase the missions stringent drag free and attitude control
requirements were met. The fundamental conclusion of the Gravity Probe B lessons learned
study is that high fidelity simulation capability played an essential roll in the successful
operation and tuning of the GP-B attitude and translation control system.
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Future missions
Future missions pose even greater ATC challenges for the following reasons.
1

The drag free control requirements are more stringent. Drag free residual accelerations in
measurement bandwidth:
GP-B 5x10-12 g
STEP 1x10-14 g
ST7
1x10-15 g
LISA 1x10-16 g

2

Complexity of inertial sensor. DISCOS and GP-B used a sphere requiring a suspension
that controlled just the three translational DOF. STEP, ST7 and LISA have inertial
sensors of belted cylindrical or cubical shape that require six DOF sensor control. In
addition STEP, ST7 and LISA also use 2 masses per inertial sensor package thus
requiring 12 DOF of sensor control in addition to the spacecraft DOF.

3

Formation flying requirements. The LISA mission consists of 3 independent drag free
and attitude controlled spacecraft flying in formation with additional requirements on
their relative distance.

4

Operations Limits. As stated previously the on orbit setup and tuning of the GP-B ATC
system occurred during an IOC phase lasting 4 months. Such a long set-up phase may
not be advised for missions of shorter duration than GP-B, e.g the entire STEP mission is
proposed to last 6 months. Further the low earth orbit of GP-B enables frequent
communication through the TDRSS network and ground stations. Ten thousand
commands were sent during the setup phase. ST7 will be launched into the L1 Lagrange
point while LISA will be in orbit around the sun trailing the earth by 20 deg. As
compared with GP-B, this will lead to significantly reduced communications
opportunities; high fidelity hardware-in-the-loop simulation will be an essential element
for success.

Given the increased complexity and more limited communications opportunities future missions
requiring attitude and translation control demand a robust simulation capability.

On-Going Work
Our Stanford University attitude and translation control group has an ongoing program on
mission simulation for the STEP (Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle) mission. A
significant part of this effort has been spent on designing the mission simulation for STEP
incorporating these lessons learned from their experience in getting GP-B control system to
meet requirements. The project has been divided into two efforts, one to validate the dynamics
of a drag-free simulation using GP-B flight data and the other to build the mission simulation for
STEP around a powerful software package. The validation of the drag-free simulator is being
carried out under a collaborative effort between (ZARM), Zentrum Angewandte Raumfahrttechnologie und Mikrogravitation, University of Bremen, Germany, Stanford and others. This
project is supported by a Marie Curie grant from the European Union and is managed by ZARM
under the name of First Look[4]. The objective of the First Look team is to design and build a
generic drag-free simulator that can support future drag-free missions in the area of system
identification. The Stanford University collaboration enables the use of flight data to validate
their generic drag-free simulator. Stanford will also be active in the project beyond this
7
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validation phase. Once the generic simulator has been validated a STEP drag-free controller
will be built inside the generic simulation. This work is made possible by the financial support
of ICRANet, the International Center for Relativistic Astrophysics Network.
The STEP mission simulation incorporates facilities inherited from GP-B, the integrated test
facility and parts of the mission operations center, and adds to these a new mission simulation
facility. The core software chosen to build the mission simulation is ML Designer. This software
tool can best be described as providing the functional modeling capability of Matlab and adding
to that the ability to model system architectures and build executable simulations.
Proposed Work
In this proposal we are looking to build a LISA Pathfinder simulation in our new mission
simulation facility. The goals set out can be achieved without the need for any new capital
equipment.
Year 1:
• Complete GP-B simulator validation and port relevant components to ML Designer.
• Complete generic spacecraft ATC simulation in MLD software, vet against GP-B flight
data
• Create LISA Pathfinder spacecraft dynamic model in MLD
• Create LISA mission dynamic model in MLD
Year 2:
• Model LISA/LISA Pathfinder data stream per design
• Verify LISA Pathfinder simulation model using mission requirements and specifications.
• Explore control loop coupling
• Add “non-ideal” models (i.e. proof mass charge, micrometeorite strikes, etc.)
• Compare proof mass suspended vs proof mass unsuspended performance
Year 3:
• Develop and test in-space tuning protocols and command structure and test
implementation with simulator
• Evaluate ultimate LISA/LISA Pathfinder drag-free performance with simulator
• Compare with ESA simulation results
• Test ESA developed in-space tuning protocols
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Technical Approach
We propose to build the LISA Pathfinder drag-free satellite into our mission simulation facility
and support pre and post launch investigations into the performance of its drag-free system. The
experience gained during the Gravity Probe B mission will be incorporated into this simulation
in the form of designing test cases that reproduce challenges faced during its mission as well as
engineering best practices identified. We will examine control loop interactions, operational
efficiencies, data acquisition strategies and performance optimization of Pathfinder’s drag-free
system. This will enable the most efficient technology exchange in that the experience gained in
executing the only 6 degree of freedom drag-free satellite to date will be expressed directly in
the context of the LISA Pathfinder mission’s objectives. As the Pathfinder mission is technology
demonstration for LISA, the exchange can naturally be extended to the LISA mission engineers.
The Stanford simulation facility has been enhanced since the completion of GP-B and during a
three year collaboration with ZARM, University of Bremen, Germany. The enhancement enable
the construction of a new simulator at Stanford that allows users to build executable
architectural models capable of investigating complex system interactions. Both efforts are
mature and ready to be applied to the Pathfinder mission.
The work with ZARM has been to build a generic drag-free satellite simulation to support
system identification both prior to launch, in the development phases of a mission, and post
launch to efficiently identify and tune the drag-free control loops in situ. It has been supported
by a grant from the European Union and will continue for another year. The continued
collaboration will augment our Pathfinder effort since the ZARM organization was a central
participant in the design of Pathfinder’s drag-free controller. Currently, this generic drag-free
simulator is finishing up a year long project whereby Stanford’s Gravity Probe B drag-free
simulator has been integrated with the generic simulator and has been used to validate this
simulator’s performance against GP-B flight data. Once this validation is complete we intend to
port this technology into Stanford’s mission simulation facility.
The diagram below (figure 4) describes the simulation architecture of Stanford’s mission
simulation facility. Its shows how we are able to build the simulation consisting of models the
satellite with decreasing levels of abstraction. A full implementation of the architecture would
include hardware function verification however our approach will necessarily be exclusively
software in nature as we see no mechanism for obtaining the representative hardware for
hardware in the loop implementation. This could be added in the future should the Pathfinder
team deem it value added.
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Figure 4.Simulation implementation description.
We describe here the approach according to figure 4.
Operational Requirements
The operational requirements form the basis for the simulation design. This is a description of
the LISA Pathfinder mission at the highest level of abstraction. It will describe the orbit,
operational constraints, mission modes, communication protocols among other features. This
information constrains the overall design of the simulation
Mission Level
At the mission level are functional models that provide the spacecraft simulated interaction with
its environment. Examples of this are solar pressure, a gravitational model, impulsive
accelerations due to impacts and other external sources of disturbance. It requires that a finite
element model of the spacecraft be available to include dynamics interaction between the
Pathfinder spacecraft and its environment. It can also include models to investigate anomalous
conditions such as component failures or out of specification vehicle configurations.
System Level
The spacecraft and subsystems are modeled at the system level. It is at the system level that the
dynamics of the Pathfinder spacecraft, functionally modeled by its sensors and actuators, are
verified. Each of the subsystems are modeled individually and verified against their respective
specifications. They are then attached to the spacecraft model where the coupling, both to the
spacecraft and each other, are modeled. The incorporation of the GP-B flight experience will be
incorporated almost exclusively in this block.
The simulator’s capability to simultaneously simulate using multiple domains will allow us to
model the spacecrafts communications bus along with the electronics. This will enable the
simulation to be used for investigations in to data acquisition and telemetry formats. Once the
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dynamic interactions of the Spacecraft and payload have been verified and the data flow
included in the models we will be able to explore control loop interactions and operational
considerations.
Implementation Level
Once each of the simulation models are in place and the the system has been verified the
simulation can be executed. At this point it is ready be used for engineering studies.
Facility Description
The flow chart in figure 5 describes how the simulation will be constructed. Some
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|| Architectural Model]

Design
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Design
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Requirement
Analysis

Validation

[!Ok]
[Ok]
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[Ok]

Validation
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Validation
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Figure 5. Simulator build flow chart.
parts of the mission simulation facility shown in figure 5 won’t be necessary as there is no
anticipation of having Pathfinder hardware to include in this project. Those capabilities
referencing flight software and timeline development will also not be needed.
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Figure 6. Block diagram of Stanford mission level simulation facility.
Spacecraft simulation design and verification methodology
1. Start with core spacecraft model: point mass in orbit.
– Simulation core
– Contains space environment models and 6 DOF ATC core.
2. Build the basic space vehicle in software
– Add basic models of sensors, actuators, instruments to sim core – give the vehicle
extent.
– Perform trade and performance studies.
3. Space Vehicle Design Refinement
– Control definitions of interfaces, partitions, and functions.
– Increase fidelity of models in parallel with hardware if made available
– Execute operations plans
4. Pre-launch preparations
– SW V&V, HW performance and acceptance testing
– Mission Operations testing
5. Post-launch support
– “Truth model” of the space vehicle – update sim to as-observed performance.
– Rapid performance evaluation and anomaly resolution.
– Data analysis support for Pathfinder and LISA teams.
Details of the Approach:
The work we propose here is to continue to develop and formalize this approach to spacecraft
design and verification. This methodology is valuable to the development of all space missions,
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however, we plan to focus the effort around the LISA Pathfinder mission as it is the next dragfree mission to launch.
This particular focus conveys a number of advantages to this research effort:
•
•

•

The drag-free satellite is naturally a complex system with interacting dynamics that have
been successfully deployed (i.e. DISCOS and GP-B) that can serve as the canonical
model of a complex, interacting system.
Gravity Probe B has available 12 months of on-orbit performance data operating in the
drag-free configuration and the vehicle itself will be available for additional on-orbit
studies – as well as ground based studies with flight equivalent hardware. This sort of
operational data is very valuable to compare models with a real vehicle’s performance.
This research effort will be coordinated with other spaceflight missions using drag-free
technology under investigation here at Stanford University

These features taken together give this research project particular relevance by making
substantive contributions to the next drag-free mission while formalizing and extending our
mission development approach.
This research effort will do the following:
1) Create a Kinematic Software Simulator for the Pathfinder Mission
Develop mission level software simulations of the Pathfinder single-spacecraft including;
•
•
•
•
•

Space vehicle kinematic models (18 degrees of freedom)
Space vehicle sensors and actuators (thrusters, control gyroscopes, star trackers)
Proof mass dynamic models and suspension/readout systems models.
Space environmental effects (solar wind, atmospheric drag, magnetic fields, etc)
Prototypical data flow and data acquisition to support the analysis before and after the
launch

The products of this phase are:
•
•

Functional software-based baseline spacecraft models
A formalized and vetted framework by which all the dynamic elements of the vehicle
interact and through which external disturbances can be added or modified. This
framework solves the coordination and communication issues between multiple
computer tools and computer platforms that comprise the overall simulation system.

2) Operations planning and prototyping.
Use the mission simulation to develop and optimize prototypical operations plans and to deploy,
test, calibrate, and configure the drag-free system. These prototypes will use realistic
simulations of the communication and data-processing constrains of Pathfinder’s mission
operations control center.
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The products of this phase: An enhanced integration framework that includes the realistic
constraints of a mission ops center and space/earth communication links. This will be
demonstrated with prototypical command sequences from the reference missions under study.
3) Data
In summary, the results of this research effort are to establish a software model of the LISA
Pathfinder of the design of a complex satellite with multiple interacting dynamic systems. The
end-to-end communications models This approach additionally lowers on-orbit schedule risk
permitting the development and iteration of the operational plans and command loads on the
high-fidelity vehicle model prior to deployment.
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STEP
STEP, the Satellite Test of the Equivalence Principle, is a fundamental physics experiment in
space originally conceived in 1971 and studied in detail since 1990 jointly and separately by
ESA and NASA. STEP’s purpose is to test the apparent equivalence of gravitational and inertial
mass with greatly increased precision. Also referred to as the Principle of Universality of Free
Fall, the Equivalence Principle is the assertion that in a uniform gravitational field free of other
forces two bodies of different composition will fall with the same acceleration. Although the
principle has been confirmed in ground-based experiments and lunar laser ranging observations
to within several parts in 1013 [5,6,7] there are strong theoretical grounds for seeking violations
at lower levels [8] STEP will advance the testing of equivalence by more than five orders of
magnitude to approximately one part in 1018. A non-null result would effectively constitute the
discovery of a new fundamental force in nature. A null result would greatly strengthen the basis
of Einstein's theory, and place new and challenging limits on alternative theories.
The STEP payload contains four sets of differential accelerometers based on superconducting
technology mounted in a superfluid helium dewar operating at a temperature of 1.8K. The
satellite orbits at ~500 km with inclination of 97.3º; i.e. a sun synchronous orbit. The roll of the
Space craft can be varied between –3 to 3 times the orbit rate. This brings the Equivalence
Principle signal frequency, ω EP = ω 0rbit – ω roll, away from the orbit frequency where many
disturbances occur. Boil-off of the helium cryogen powers proportional thrusters which are
used to actuate a drag free control system to minimize disturbances. Cryogenic operations also
allow the use of SQUIDs which provide an extremely sensitive means of detection of
differential and common mode acceleration.
Drag Free Control
STEP requires high performance dragfree control to reduce external disturbances. Active drag
compensation shall reduce satellite acceleration by seven orders of magnitude and will control
satellite attitude to minimize gravity gradient forces at the other accelerometers.
STEP will use a virtual proof mass defined be the common mode signal of a test mass pair.
Optimized algorithms for Drag Free and Attitude control and related temperature control have
been developed from Triad and GPB experience and a series of studies conducted by the STEP
collaboration [9,10,11] The DFC will control acceleration levels at the proof mass
accelerometer to better than 2 x 10 –14 m/sec2 at signal frequency, and will control satellite
attitude to minimize gravity gradient forces at the other accelerometers. STEP has no pointing
requirement to an external reference in the usual sense. Rather, the satellite attitude will be
controlled to minimize disturbances from gravity gradients. Similarly, there will be no orbit
correction since the DFC naturally follows the desired orbit. Dewar temperature will be
regulated below 2.1 K by the DFC algorithm, keeping systematic variations at signal frequency
at minimal levels.
Sensor Inputs
The DFC system will use the differential accelerometer common mode SQUID signal and
electrostatic system measurements, with minor inputs from a star tracker, sun sensor and
magnetometer. These inputs drive an extended Kalman filter that estimates the remaining
observable variables using the inputs and measured satellite and orbit properties. The DFC
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control law operates on the resulting state vector to generate commands for the actuators, which
include thrusters, magnetic torquers, and a heater to control the Dewar boil-off. The actuators
cancel disturbances, keeping the accelerometers near zero output and the temperature near
nominal.
Proportional Thrusters
Sixteen proportional helium thrusters will be mounted on struts from the Dewar in clusters of
four in a fully redundant, optimized configuration. The struts for the thrusters reduce plume
impingement, are thermally isolating, and in addition provide a larger moment arm for attitude
control. Helium gas from the Dewar vents into a gas manifold which distributes it to the
thrusters. The thrusters will both produce thrust and vent excess helium boiloff for temperature
control. The maximum thrust produced by each thruster will be 1x10 –3 N, sufficient to meet
STEP drag free control requirements.
Dynamics, Environment And Control Simulator
Simulation is essential for development and verification of the control system for STEP. GB-P
has already proved that fixed base simulation is a valuable operations analysis tool. With STEP
it will be a necessary developmental tool. A generic environment and multibody dynamics
simulator has been developed for application to drag free missions. Using GP-B as a test case,
the simulator is compared to real flight data for model validation [4].
A preliminary model for STEP including satellite and test mass dynamics and atmospheric drag
as major disturbance source has been assembled. In the simulation, the STEP satellite moves on
an equatorial orbit with an eccentricity of ≤ 0.01.
The generic simulator is capable of calculating the dynamics of the satellite and all eight test
masses including environmental disturbances. The STEP control model built for attitude and
translation control design yields drag free control residual accelerations for given input
parameters. These results are linked into the STEP comprehensive error model.
STEP Error Model
Although the use of cryogenic and space technologies provides many advantages over ground
based equivalence principle experiments, an advance of over five orders of magnitude demands
detailed understanding of measurement sensitivity, noise, and disturbances. To maintain
consistency and uniformity of treatment of the various error sources, we have implemented our
current understanding of the experiment in a single computer program with a unified parameter
database and set of assumptions. In the following we describe the development of this error
model and the use of the model to set experiment requirements and to evaluate design trade-offs.
Error Model Development
The starting point for the STEP Error Model program is a detailed set of analytic models of
specific disturbances to the STEP test masses in the general categories of thermal noise, gas
pressure forces, electrical forces, magnetic forces, gravitational forces, radiation pressure, and
vibration. Also included are analytic models of disturbances to the measurement system,
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including measurement noise, changes to the superconductors, and thermal and mechanical
stability. When possible these models are based on actual measurements of systems that will be
used for STEP or are derived from established electrical and mechanical properties of materials
to be used in the fabrication of the STEP instrument taking account of the particular baseline
instrument design. For example, the STEP accelerometer detection system will use SQUID’s
that were developed and flight qualified for the Gravity Probe B Relativity Mission. We use
measurements of the noise spectral density of the GP-B SQUIDs, in the frequency range
relevant to STEP, to model expected SQUID noise.
The next level of analysis, typically done in a higher-level language such as Mathematica, uses
results from these analytic models to produce detailed analytic solutions for the response of the
accelerometers, drag-free system, or noise sources. These analytic solutions are pasted into the
final error analysis program.
The Error Model Program calculates the spectral response of the entire system. This approach is
more efficient in determining the desired results (i.e. the noise spectral density at signal
frequency) than simulating the time development, and is no more subject to the usual errors in
assumptions and interpretation than a full simulation would be. The Error Model Program is
implemented in a spreadsheet with each cell corresponding to a unique input variable, such as a
dimension of a test mass, or an output calculated from prior inputs, such as the position and
hence acceleration sensitivity of a SQUID sensor (from currents and inductance values). The
spreadsheet structure makes interactions and dependencies explicit and traceable, so that the
analysis is to that extent self-documenting.
Specific disturbances considered include electric potentials in the housing surrounding the mass
including patch effect, the radiometer effect, losses from eddy current damping, gravitational
coupling from helium tide, drag free residual vibration coupled to the differential mode, SQUID
noise, penetration depth changes in superconductors, and momentum transfer from penetrating
particle radiation.

Error Model Results
The ultimate output of the Error Model Program is an estimate of the performance of the
experiment. Error Model program results are given in Table 1 for a particular set of input
parameters, a few of which are listed at the bottom of the table such as the position sensor gap
(the nominal spacing between test mass and SQUID sensor coils), the space craft roll rate, and
orbit altitude. The common mode period and differential mode period are outputs that the
program calculates for the given set of input parameters including gap spacing, mass ratios of
the test mass pair, and sensor coil inductance. The program determines the proper sensor coil
current to achieve common mode balance i.e. a large common mode rejection ratio. For each
disturbance a systematic component at signal frequency is calculated and the output is given as
an effective differential acceleration. Error sources which are known to be incoherent, e.g.
thermal noise, are converted to an expectation value at the signal frequency by RMS averaging.
Coherent errors (e.g. temperature driven effects, helium tide) are calculated at signal frequency.
These errors are treated two ways. Since it is not possible in most cases to determine the phase
difference between independent error sources, the errors are summed as if they all had the same
phase. This gives a worst case estimate for the total error. For a statistical estimate, the errors
are summed in an RMS sense. Our requirements are chosen using the worst case sum.
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DFC Reference accelerometer
Disturbance

Systematic component at signal frequency
m/sec^2

SQUID noise
SQUID temp. drift
Thermal expansion
Differential Thermal expansion
Nyquist Noise
Gas Streaming
Radiometer Effect
Thermal radiation on mass
Var. Discharge uv light
Earth field leakage to SQUID
Earth Field force
Penetration depth change
Electric Charge
Electric Potential
Sense voltage offset
Drag free residual in diff. Mode
Viscous coupling
Cosmic ray momentum
Proton radiation momentum
dynamic CM offset
static CM offset limit
Trapped flux drift acceleration
Trapped flux changes in squid
S/C gradient + CM offset
rotation stability
Eccentricity subharmonic.
Helium Tide

Comment

1.80E-18
7.46E-19
8.69E-22
3.35E-23
1.19E-18
1.94E-19
2.51E-21
4.58E-25
1.45E-19
1.84E-19
7.74E-22
5.30E-23
3.06E-20
3.83E-19
8.05E-20
2.21E-22
6.87E-26
4.64E-21
2.54E-19
2.59E-19
1.38E-22
1.03E-22
5.54E-20
3.39E-37
1.02E-23
5.96E-21
7.00E-20

acceleration equivalent to intrinsic noise
regulation of SQUID carriers
gradient along DAC structure
Radial gradient in DAC structure
RMS acceleration equivalent-no electronic cooling
decaying Gas flow, outgassing
gradient along DAC structure
Radiation pressure, gradient
unstable source, opposite angles on masses
estimate for signal frequency component
estimate for signal frequency component
longitudinal gradient
Assumptions about rate
variations in measurement voltage
bias offset
estimated from squid noise
gas drag + damping
mostly directed downward
unidirectional, downward
vibration about setpoint, converted
A/D saturation by 2nd harmonic gg
actual force from Internal field stability
apparent motion from internal field stability
gravity gradient coupling to DFC residual of S/C
centrifugal force variation + offset from axis
real part at signal frequency
worst case

position sensor
gap, mm
1.00
common
mode period
2057 STABILITY
MARGIN WARNING
differential mode period
1385
S/C rotation per orbit
-2.70E+00
Summed error
5.34E-18

550000
Orbit height
0.0086 Sensor
current, A
8.9E-13 CM distance, m
RMS error

2.37E-18 m/sec^2

Table 1 Error Model Output
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In the result shown in Table 1 a few disturbance sources dominate. SQUID noise is the
differential acceleration equivalent to the sensor noise of the SQUID. The program calculates
this for the particular signal frequency using the measured white noise and 1/f knee of the
SQUID combined with the differential acceleration sensitivity. The acceleration sensitivity is
calculated from inductance values and their derivatives which depend on sensor coil geometry,
test mass dimensions and gap spacings, and spring constants from inductance values and the
setup currents. Another leading disturbance is given in the Electric Potential row. This is due to
a disturbance force caused by variation in the bias voltage on electrodes used in the capacitive
position sensor and charge control system. The radiometer effect is the differential acceleration
disturbance produced by residual gas molecules being emitted and adsorbed from surfaces of
different temperature and therefore this is calculated using the residual pressure and temperature
gradient requirements. The dynamic center of mass offset is the disturbance at the Equivalence
Principle measurement frequency due to a earth gravity gradient coupling to the dynamic center
of mass displacement of the test mass pairs. A static center of mass offset coupled to the earth
gravity gradient gives rise to a differential acceleration at twice the Equivalence Principle
measurement frequency and can therefore be distinguished (so long as it is within the dynamic
range of the sensor). However, if the center of mass offset varies due to coupling to the space
craft drag free residual, then a portion of the disturbance can appear at the signal frequency. The
final disturbance considered is that due to the gravitational coupling of test masses to a non
static distribution of helium in the payload dewar. At present this is considered as a place holder
since the disturbance acceleration is the value directly calculated from an experiment
requirement on the helium tide. The use of an aerogel helium confinement system under study
should mitigate any tide effects, but at present no model of helium motion within the aerogel
dewar system is included in the Error Model.
Error Model Application
Use of the Error Model to set requirements is straightforward for cases in which requirement
values are used as input parameters. For example, if one varies orbit altitude keeping all other
inputs constant the Error Model results indicate that the overall experiment goal will be met
(total error < 8x10–18 m/s2) for orbits between 400km and 650km. For orbits above 650km
disturbances due to increased test mass charging due to proton radiation begin to dominate. At
orbits below 400km the dynamic center of mass offset disturbance dominates. This is due to the
increased drag at lower altitudes giving rise to larger drag free residuals.
A second category of use of the Error Model is the evaluation of design trade-offs. For
example, the gap spacing between the sensor coil and test mass impacts the inductance,
inductance gradients and the acceleration sensitivity. One could try to optimize the spacing
using a model of SQUID-sensor coil detection system. However, the gap spacing between the
sensor coil and test mass also affects the capacitance and capacitance gradients which are
important parameters in determining the electrostatic disturbances. Hence, only a
comprehensive model allows optimization over all relevant dimensions of parameter space.
The Error Model can also prove useful in STEP data analysis by providing explicit estimates of
disturbances and disturbance frequencies. Consider an analysis of STEP data by fitting to a
model Measurement Equation such as:
Z(t) = V1cosωot cosωrt +V2cosωot sinωrt +V3sinωot cosωrt + V4sinωot sinωrt
+ d1cosωot + d2sinωot + d3cos2ωot + d4sin2ωot + … + β + ηSQUID
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where ωo and ωr are the orbit and roll frequencies respectively, t is time, β is measurement
bias, and ηSQUID is the intrinsic SQUID noise.
The V1-4 are the amplitudes of the Equivalence Principle terms since the EP signal occurs at
ωo – ωr. The di are amplitudes of specific disturbances included. Comparison of measured
disturbance components with Model predictions can give greater confidence in the data validity
or conversely indicate the presence of unknown systematic effects. The EP amplitudes can be
determined with better confidence the more one knows about the individual disturbance terms
and the relationships between them.
A comprehensive understanding of disturbances is of particular importance in null experiments.
High fidelity drag free and attitude control simulation is essential for high accuracy models of
error sources that couple to spacecraft control residuals.
This work was made possible by the financial support of ICRANet.
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